
ANDROID
SMARTPOS 
TABLETS



All the benefits
of cool
smartphones plus
secure payment
solutions



Seamless Checkout

Customers want payment to be fast, so

easy to buy that they don’t even think

about it. A slow checkout experience, or

worse, one that ends with a declined

payment, is frustrating for Shopper &

Merchant alike. The A-series is everything

an Acquirer needs.

Smarter Business 

A-series terminals don’t just look like

high-end smartphones. The Android

platform offers a whole new world of

marketing & analytics apps to improve

your marketing strategy and get clearer

metrics on your instore conversions. 

 Flexible & Scalable 

Add features as business grows! Capture &

analyze consumer behavior to create

engaging & relevant offers. And with the

A-series’ excellent connectivity options,

you’ll be able to process data wirelessly,

fast and securely through 4G, WiFi and

Bluetooth.



A910
The ESSENTIAL SmartPOS

Key Features:





A920
The BEAUTIFUL SmartPOS

Key Features:





A930
The POWERFUL SmartPOS

Key Features:





A50
The SLIM MiniPOS

Key Features:





A77
The REVOLUTIONARY MiniPOS

Key Features:





A60
The HYBRID MiniPOS

Key Features:
Android 6.0

4G + WiFi + Bluetooth + GPS

Contactless + Chip & PIN + magstripe

5-inch HD IPS color touchscreen

3,6V / 3350mAh Li-ion battery 

5MP rear camera and optional 0.3MP front camera

Optional docking station with printing and

charging 

Optional fingerprint module

PCI PTS 5.x

Weighing only 300g, the A60 offers all the advantages of the A-

series in a featherweight, elegant design. It is paperless, helping

reduce your environmental footprint as well as stationery costs.

 

While compact and portable, you can optionally pair up to seven

A60 terminals simultaneously with the BP60A docking station for

printing, charging and additional peripherals connectivity. 





A80
The SIMPLE Countertop

Key Features:





Aries6
The DYNAMIC Multilane

Key Features:





Aries8
The AMAZING Multilane

Key Features:





ASIA 
AFRICA
EUROPE  
AMERICAS  
MIDDLE EAST

www.paxtechnology .com

http://www.paxtechnology.com/



